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School Libraries Link Lifelong Learners
Pam Oehlman, President, California School Library Association

The school library is the one venue in a student’s world that asks the questions, “What would you like
to know? What do you like to read? What would you like to do?” The CSLA State Conference in San Jose
is a powerful collaboration of links to lifelong learning presented by experts from both within and beyond
the school library world. We are opening doors to the future, for our students, our staffs, our communities,
and ourselves.
The school library
is the one venue
in a student’s
world that asks
the questions,
“What would you
like to know?
What do you like
to read? What
would you like to
do?”

When you arrive Friday morning at the Marriott Hotel in San Jose, if you are one of the lucky ones who
registered for the Google workshop, you will be escorted via shuttle bus to Google’s Googleplex headquarters
to enjoy a tour and workshop led by Tasha Bergson-Michelson, Google Search Educator. Friday afternoon
workshops will be held at the Santa Clara County Office of Education and help you create links to enhance
your professional skills and personal growth. You will be hearing about new literature, new online resources,
the tools to create webpages, and many tips you can later share with students and staff. Friday night, Team
Trivia will follow the Exhibits Grand Opening; providing a fun and challenging evening.
Saturday opens with Early Bird sessions for those of you who are early risers. Then, in the first General
Session, Tasha Bergson-Michelson will present a keynote address for all conference attendees on “Curiosity,
creativity, and critical thinking: Why school libraries matter more than ever.” Afterwards, our exhibitors
will provide learning sessions throughout this exclusive vendor day. Meet the Vendors (MTV) Scavenger
Hunt will provide many surprises and prizes! Please join your CSLA leadership at the Membership Meeting
during lunch on Saturday. Exhibits close on Saturday at 5:00, with Late Bird sessions following. Complete
your day by enjoying an evening at the Presidents’ Reception.
Forty-five concurrent sessions await you on Sunday. The wide variety of topics is sure to provide links
you can use as soon as you return to work. This year, new additions to the program supplementing the
concurrent sessions include Welcoming One Good Idea (WOGI); Crowd Source; Birds of a Feather groups;
and the Section Meet and Greet. The evening program features the California Young Reader Medal Author/
Illustrator Banquet. You will have the opportunity to hear award-winning author Gennifer Choldenko, and
meet other invited authors and illustrators seated at each table.
Monday will solidify the link to the future. Extreme Leadership Day opens with the Legislative Breakfast.
We are honored to have Chief Advisor to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction Craig Cheslog as
our speaker, discussing the top recommendations of the recent CDE-Educational Technology Task Force
and Superintendent Torlakson’s 21st century vision for public education in California. Afterwards, enjoy
more outstanding concurrent sessions. Next, get ready to experience Steve Farber, best selling author, as
we move into a new extreme leadership direction and learn to be extreme leaders. Leaders in diverse fields
recognize the need to educate our students, parents and communities in the expertise of the teacher librarian
curriculum, and are looking to us for leadership. Monday will be transformative; you will leave San Jose
after creating new links to tools, ideas, and most importantly, to the future. Take these Links back for your
students, your staffs, your community, for you and for lifelong learning.
School Libraries Link Lifelong Learners!
Pam Oehlman
CSLA President

PAM OEHLMAN is the current President of the California School Library Associaton.
She serves as the Teacher Librarian at Polytechnic High School in Long Beach, CA.
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EDITOR’S NOTES

CSLA Conference 2012:
School Libraries LINK Lifelong Learners
Jeanne Nelson, Editor, CSLA Journal

As everyone
knows, if you
don’t ask the
right question,
you don’t get the
answer you need.
Sara Armstrong
has written an
insightful article
on developing
good questioning
techniques, a skill
that can be used
in many different
settings.

This issue of the Journal is packed with an all-star cast of writers, sharing insights and information you
can use. Best of all, they will all be attending the upcoming CSLA Conference in November in San Jose.
Most of them will also be doing a presentation, so after reading their articles, for “the rest of the story” you
can attend their sessions and ask questions—or hear answers to questions you might not have thought to
ask.

A Variety of Articles by Upcoming conference Presenters
We are delighted to welcome AASL president-elect Gail Dickinson, who shares her thoughts on the state
of school libraries and how she (and many of the rest of us) came to embrace this profession.
Google’s Tasha Bergson-Michelson, herself a librarian, provides some insights into what she calls the
“Interstitial Library Professional” and how important it is to teach students to use the search tools that are
so readily available.
Many teacher librarians are interested in the new Special Class Authorization (SCA), and Jo Ellen
Misakian has written an article that should help explain what this means. She will be doing a presentation
at the conference on this topic, and Lesley Farmer will also be presenting a session on SCA. Dr. Farmer has
also written an article for this Journal on working with students with autism spectrum disorders. She gives
specific suggestions that may also work with other student populations, and will also be doing a conference
presentation on this topic.
Debbie Abilock describes the expanded leadership role of the TL in providing Professional Development
(PD) opportunities, clearly defining what this does—and does not—mean. You may be surprised!
As everyone knows, if you don’t ask the right question, you don’t get the answer you need. Sara Armstrong
has written an insightful article on developing good questioning techniques, a skill that can be used in many
different settings.
Silvia Gutierrez describes how, at the middle school level, she handled matching divergent interests and
reading levels to get students engaged through the use of ‘Street Lit.”

changes in Journal support team
We’re pleased to welcome Sandy Schuckett to the Journal staff, to help with proofreading.
Two of the Journal Editorial Advisory Board members have changed jobs since the last edition of the
Journal. Rob Darrow is now Director of Member Services for the International Association for k-12
Online Learning (iNACOL), and Doug Achterman is the Head Librarian at Gavilan Community College.
Congratulations to both of them!
Looking forward to seeing you all at the conference…..
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JEANNE NELSON has worked in school libraries at the elementary, middle school, high
school, and district levels. She has served on the CSLA Board, Friends of the Murrieta Library
Board, Murrieta City Library Commission, and the Mt. Palomar Library Technology Advisory
Committee.

LINkING
21C

Playing Library In The 21st Century—The Game Has Changed
Gail Dickinson

Did you ever play school when you were little? Most people did, of course. They arranged stuffed animals
in neat rows, called the roll, and did teacher tasks like giving spelling tests or math quizzes. Some of us
not only played school, we played school library. Our books were alphabetized by the author’s last name;
we read stories aloud, showing the pictures; and we pretended to check books in and out, chastising those
stuffed bunnies who dared have overdues.
When we grew up and became teachers for real, we found that the world of today’s teacher is far different
from that world we envisioned when we were young. Curriculum, state standards, and standardized testing
are a far cry from spelling tests and vocabulary words. Great teachers are judged by far more than how well
they keep the desks in straight lines and the degree to which their classroom operates in total silence. Great
teachers move within the framework of curriculum and content and find ways to move students towards
learning. It’s not that they had to make a hard choice to leave that fantasy schoolroom of their childhood.
By no measure could tidy desks, spelling bees, and vocabulary drill and practice continue to be the repertoire
of a great teacher, if they ever were. Great teachers simply grew up, put away their childish fantasies, and
became professional teachers, teaching today’s curriculum to today’s students with today’s tools.
I believe the same could be said about playing library. The grown-up library professional has left behind
childhood play with its focus on managing books to teaching today’s transliterate students in an increasingly
multi-format world. In this modern world, typical teens sitting at the food court of the mall are surrounded
by images of movie posters and food for sale. Print flyers of upcoming events and menus litter the tables.
Sharing texts and webpages, they simultaneously listen to their own music as well as take interest in the
music of others. Some also carry print books with them.
Now compare that environment to some school libraries. Not only are books predominant, but other
media are purposely hidden. Some teacher librarians, haunted by the ghosts of librarians past, still focus on
checking out books, monitoring overdues, and insisting that students have a stated instructional purpose
when using the library. Internet access is limited because “they might go anywhere.” “Just learning anything
I can” is not good enough unless it can be tied to a class.
The most important role of any school employee, regardless of his or her role, has to be student learning.
School libraries are complex institutions within the larger setting of the school, and student learning has to
be the focus there, even with limited coverage by teacher librarians. If management of the format warehouse
is the most visible task, we will end up managing the format museum and become invisible. It’s their
teaching role that will establish teacher librarians as a strong presence in every school. And great library
teaching, like classroom teaching, has the same elements.

AAsL standards for the 21st century Learner
When I was co-chair of the task force writing the AASL Standards for the 21st Century Learner (AASL,
2007), one facet of these standards that we constantly set aside to discuss later was that of the name. We
knew they weren’t information literacy standards; the field has grown beyond that limiting description.
Written today, they might have been called digital literacy standards, but even as little as five years ago that
term was still relatively unknown, and when used, it referred to what we know as computer literacy.
Regardless of what you call them, the AASL Standards for the 21st Century Learner reflect the true definition
of standards. Standards are not curricula. They are broad brush portraits of what students should know
and be able to do. AASL paints a picture of digitally literate graduates who are critical thinkers, enthusiastic
readers, skillful researchers, and ethical users of information. The standards are a basis for the curriculum
which can be drawn from that broad brush portrait. A helpful tool on the AASL website is the Standards/
Common Core crosswalk, which leads back to the curriculum in your state.
In California, this process began in 2004 with the publication of the California School Library Association’s
(CSLA) Standards and Guidelines for Strong School Libraries. In 2010, the California Department of Education
(CDE) published Model School Library Standards. More recently, CDE published another document that
correlates the Model School Library Standards with the Common Core Standards. All these tools can and
should be used to develop and integrate library-based learning.

continued on next page
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How do
administrators
know what we
teach, and more
importantly.......
how do they
know what we
have taught to
which students?

teaching in the school Library
While teacher librarians support content curriculum, one difference between school library teaching
and classroom teaching is the pace and method for progressing through the curriculum. In the classroom,
some classroom teachers have a pacing guide, so if the administrator walks into the classroom on the second
Tuesday in March, he or she can have a sense of where the teacher is supposed to be, based on the pacing
guide. This guide, although it does restrict a teacher’s flexibility and ability to seize the teachable moment,
also ensures, to some degree, that priority topics will be taught and that the entire curriculum will be taught
by year’s end. In the library, that is not as clear. We try to correlate with subject standards, through which
we teach our own stated curricula and strive to make our lessons engaging and meaningful. What we
don’t do as much is create the equivalent of a pacing guide. How do administrators know what we teach,
and more importantly, at the close of the school year, how do they know what we have taught to which
students?
The answer to that question is the precursor to the next question, which is “what have students
learned?”

Assessing student Learning
Evidence-based practice has its roots in social work and nursing, focused on the individual client or
patient. Evidence-based practice in the classroom begins with each child. The term is used differently when
talking about school libraries and the impact on school-wide student achievement. However, for school
libraries, true evidence-based practice is how one student learns, and there is the same need to document
each student’s progress as there is in the classroom.
Documentation of individual student learning outcomes is still in its infancy in the school library, partly
because of the sheer numbers of students. While a teacher librarian may be able to document the learning
of students in a single class in a single learning event, keeping track of 2000 or more students in a large high
school is daunting.
Some progress has been made with evaluation systems that rely on a sampling of student learning
outcomes, so that teacher librarians are able to focus on a smaller group of students throughout the year
and use evidence from multiple assessments to show learning. This, of course, is dependent on teacher
librarians regularly using a standards-based assessment when they teach, and having a system to document
those results over the period of a year.
Teaching and learning in 21st century school libraries means that we have moved far beyond the
vision of the library that comprised our make-believe world as children, and still farther beyond teaching
kindergarteners the proper way to turn a page. We have to use all of the resources at our disposal to develop
standards-based lessons and assessments, and constantly seize opportunities to advocate for the teaching and
learning advantages of having a great teacher librarian in every school.
Find the AASL Crosswalk at this link:
http://www.ala.org/aasl/guidelinesandstandards/commoncorecrosswalk
Don’t forget to use the great tools from AASL to advocate for your library. Spend some time with www.
ala.org/aasl. You will be surprised what you can find.

References
AASL (2007). AASL Standards for the 21st Century Learner. Chicago, IL: American Library Association.
California Department of Education. (2011). Model School Library Standards, Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve.
Sacramento, CA: CDE
California Department of Education. (2012). School Library Standards Supporting Common
Core. Retrieved from http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/cr/lb/schlibrarystds.asp
California School Library Association (2004). Standards and Guidelines for Strong School
Libraries. Sacramento, CA: CSLA (available at http://www.csla.net/index.php/publications/
school-library-standards)
CTC 1991 Standards of Program Quality and Effectiveness
GAIL DICKINSON
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LINkING
RESOURCES

The Interstitial Library
Tasha Bergson-Michelson

Librarians create
the interstitial
place where
students (and
adults) have long
turned to learn
the how-tos and
explore the whatifs.

When did you get your first inkling that you might want to be a librarian? It turns out that a larger
number of us than I would have guessed created our own decimal systems for our home collections as kids.
If I think back to what motivated me to create my small, yellow spine labels, I remember the summer before
fifth grade and my own “age of exploration” in the non-fiction section of my public library. Though I did
not know then that I would become a librarian, I recall the seamless transition to the school library that fall
and finding recipes using cattail pollen to make pancakes and step-by-step instructions about how to be a
detective. I recollect daydreaming for hours about how I was going to do these things....
Now I look at my own children’s age-mates. They don’t just dream about what it would be like to publish
a book, they design the book online and print it out. They write the song, create the app, reach out to a
government halfway around the world and ask how they can help. I know, though, that these students are
among the privileged few: beyond access issues, they know what to do with that spark of curiosity. They have
the power to follow it, see what it can become, and act on the interests that develop.

The interstitial Library Professional
School library professionals not only support crucial components of students’ core curriculum, but offer
an avenue into areas of knowledge that are not neatly divisible into six periods of the school day. Librarians
create the interstitial place [institution] where students (and adults) have long turned to learn the how-tos
and explore the what-ifs. Put another way, we have always been there for those who looked to read for
pleasure, and for those who were building their own career path. School library professionals have always
known that imparting the skills students need to navigate these roads is not a matter of a 20-minute class
visit or a once-in-thirteen-years research project. These are real-life skills that require educated forethought,
measured accumulation, and guided practice.
This interstitial education has, in some senses, been translated in student and public minds into the
wealth of information on the Internet, sometimes available with a single search and click. In response, our
profession has often discounted or belittled popular search tools as insufficient for serious research. But
when we do not explore what it truly means to be an educated and adept searcher in popular as well as
proprietary tools, we deprive our students of critical skills they need to continue on that path of exploration
and creation. Simultaneously, we forfeit our role as the information leaders in our schools, turning our backs
to this opportunity to build libraries into students’ most powerful delivery systems for deeper, broader, and
more integrated knowledge.

Elements of search Education
But what are the major elements of a strong education in online search? Described in depth elsewhere,
they are, briefly:
• A skill-building curriculum that provides slow-and-steady, contextual approach to cultivating research skills over a number of years
• A thorough, multi-step approach in which separate phases in the research process each use different types of sources in different ways
• Tools for understanding sources that allow students to go beyond identifying what type of source
they are viewing and build an understanding of what types of sources are good for answering what
types of questions, particularly understanding positive, appropriate uses of both traditional and
new types of sources
• The skill to predict, evaluate, problem-solve, and iterate within the research process, learning how
to learn through the act of researching, to increasingly target appropriate and credible information, and follow up on threads that spark curiosity
• Technical skills for advanced search help students leverage the power of the web to approach discovery and exploration in new and increasingly creative and effective ways

continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Some of the most valued and integrated school libraries are highly strategic about how they ask students
to engage with their institution and its place in this quickly-changing age. Consider one school librarian in
Alaska who--confronted with an aging collection and no budget to update it--began an information literacy
program in which students researched and appended contemporary content between the published pages
of the school’s books. The librarians at Moreau Catholic High School in Hayward, CA, undertook training
the “Link Squad” in online search skills specifically so that the students could determine applications of the
technology that were meaningful to their peers, then draw links from everyday tasks back to scholarly ones.
Moreau’s librarians also got to curate the contents of history textbooks when the school decided to start
building their own, modeling for students how a vision for meaningful education can come to fruition by
putting strong research skills to practice.
continued on next page
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Free Resources to support Research
Conversations with such educators helped guide the Google Search Education team in developing free
resources to support research skills curricula, including:
• Power Searching with Google, an open online course to introduce search skills
• Google Search Education hub for K-12 materials, including:
o k-12 Lesson Plans (and Lesson Plan Map) offering beginner, intermediate, and advanced
lessons about keyword choice, understanding and interpreting search results and planning
search strategies, using operators, identifying evidence, and evaluating sources. All lessons
are mapped to Common Core, American Association of School Librarians, and International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) standards.
o AGoogleADay short challenges, focusing on the idea that finding information often requires
multiple searches and a plan for the order in which to approach them.
o Webinar archive, covering past online trainings from the search education team and guest
speakers.
• Mindshift education blog from KQED, including guest columns by Tasha Bergson-Michelson
covering topics in search education.
What do you view as the most important research skills for students to have as they leave the k-12
learning environment? I look forward to hearing your ideas at the CSLA conference this November.

References
Tasha Bergson-Michelson (2012). Building Good Search Skills: What Students Need to Know. [ONLINE] Available
at: http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/2012/03/building-good-search-skills-what-students-need-to-know/.
[Last Accessed 27 September 12].

TASHA BERGSON-MICHELSON
is a professional librarian of almost two decades and has been a Google Search Educator
since 2010. Her work at Google includes collaborating with educators who teach other
people to search, including librarians, classroom teachers, technology integration
specialists, professors, and others. Her main focus is K-20 and public libraries.
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LINkING
TEACHER LIBRARIANS

New Opportunities for Teacher Librarians: Updated Standards
and Special Class Authorization
Jo Ellen Misakian

The panel
recommended
the additional
two standards....
in recognition
of the unique
qualification
of teacher
librarians to teach
information and
digital literacy.

In 2010 the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CTC) staff convened a panel of fourteen
educators, including representatives from higher education, the state department, county offices of
education, district level coordinators, and practicing teacher librarians. They were charged with the task of
reviewing the current teacher librarian Program Standards associated with the Teacher Librarian Services
Credential and updating the present standards or creating new standards. Since program standards for
teacher librarians had last been adopted in March of 1991, the staff at the CTC decided it was time to
upgrade to new professional standards. The advisory panel met with three outstanding CTC staff members
and began the pivotal work of developing new program standards to guide the four California universities,
Azusa Pacific University, Fresno Pacific University, Long Beach State University, and San Jose State
University in their efforts to produce exemplary teacher librarians.
As the panel began grappling with developing new standards, the members looked at the existing
1991 CTC Standards of Program Quality and Effectiveness, examined the Standards for the 21st Century
Learner (2007) created by the American Association of School Librarians, embraced the California Model
School Library Standards (California Department of Education, 2011), and consulted a large number of
other relevant state and national research and studies. Nine new program standards were identified and
subsequently approved by the CTC in June 2011.

teacher Librarians—an Expanded Role
During the process of creating the nine new standards, the panel decided this would be the appropriate
time to consider expanding the role of the teacher librarian. This idea resulted in the construction of
two additional standards that would provide teacher librarians an opportunity to add a Special Class
Authorization (SCA) to their Teacher Librarian Services Credential. The panel believed that some teacher
librarians would be interested in expanding their service to the students and staff of their school, but also
recognized and honored the fact that not every TL may want to add the authorization.
Standard 10: Information Theory and Digital Literacy as Academic Content Areas and Standard 11:
Pedagogy of Information Theory and Digital Literacy in Multiple Learning Environments provide a
framework for preparing teacher librarians to be the teacher of record for courses on Information and
Digital Literacy. Candidates in university school library credential programs must acquire the knowledge,
skills, and dispositions to instruct within the content of these standards and be able to link assessments to
student learning.

What is Different?
Traditionally, teacher librarians create, instruct, and evaluate instructional units in collaboration with
the classroom teacher. They provide instruction to staff and students in Information and Digital Literacy
and Citizenship within the context of the overall library program, but their services credential does not
authorize them to provide this content as the teacher of record in a separate departmentalized classroom.
The panel recommended the additional two standards for the special class authorization in recognition
of the unique qualification of teacher librarians to teach information and digital literacy. The SCA
provides a venue through which teacher librarians may, using their understanding of learning and learners,
design stand-alone instructional units. It makes it possible to autonomously design curriculum, teach,
assess student learning, and offer professional development opportunities to colleagues, underscoring the
role of teacher librarians as instructional leaders in schools, particularly in the area of information and
communication technologies. This added authorization clearly demonstrates to the community the special
gift of learning the teacher librarian brings to the students and staff of their school.
It should be emphasized that this opportunity does not dictate that current or future teacher librarians
complete the additional standards and obtain the SCA. This is an added authorization and as such, is not
mandatory. Teacher librarians may choose to add the authorization…or not.
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The scA is Optional
The SCA proposal was presented and adopted by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing
at the September 27, 2012 meeting. The next step in the process is to send the proposal to the Office
of Administrative Law (OAL) for assurance that all regulatory guidelines are followed. It is expected the
submission will be approved by the OAL in early November 2012. Should revisions become necessary,
personnel at CTC are prepared to address any issues that may arise.
Candidates enrolled in a program offering both the Teacher Librarian Services Credential program and
the SCA will have the option of completing all standards concurrently for an initial recommendation by
the program sponsor. Holders of a previously issued Teacher Librarian Services Credential, or an older
equivalent authorization, would have the option of completing the coursework and adding the SCA to
their existing credentials. Most, if not all, of the universities are poised to offer existing and future teacher
librarians an opportunity to acquire the SCA.
The advisory panel, in collaboration with the CTC staff, performed an incredibly beneficial service
to the school library profession. Creating new standards for the profession presented a perfect time to
enhance the value of the school library program by adding the special class authorization, an authorization
available only to teacher librarians and one that offers an expanded role and greater flexibility in
employment.

References
AASL (2007). AASL Standards for the 21st Century Learner. Chicago, IL: American Library Association.
California Department of Education. (2011). Model School Library Standards, Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve.
Sacramento, CA: CDE
California Commission on Teacher Credentialing. (1991). Standards of Program Quality and Effectiveness and Factors
to Consider In the Evaluation of Library Media Teacher Programs. Sacramento, CA: CTC.
JO ELLEN PRIEST MISAKIAN
is an Associate Professor at Fresno Pacific University, CSLA Past President, and guiding
light behind CSLA’s California School Library Standards. She may be contacted at
jmisakian@fresno.edu.
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LINkING
DIGITAL CITIzENS
AND AUTISM

Digital Citizenship for Youth with Autism
Spectrum Disorders
Lesley Farmer
At this point in time, the vast majority of teenagers use the Internet and have mobile devices. However,
technology use does not equate with safe and responsible use. Youth with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)
are surrounded by the Internet and technology-using peers. As the Autism Speaks organization states,
Individuals with autism are just as interested, if not more interested, in using
the internet as a connection to mass amounts of information and millions of
people. To ensure the safety and success of internet usage, it is critical that
individuals with autism learn how to protect themselves online, and that they
understand what is and isn’t appropriate on the internet (p. 1).
This article examines digital citizenship in light of the needs and interests of youth with ASD, and provides
effective ways for teacher librarians (TLs) to interact and instruct them in those skills.

Background, Autism spectrum Disorders
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are now the most highly diagnosed cluster of disabilities in children,
and consist of a group of disorders caused by atypical brain development. ASD refers to five pervasive
developmental disorders: Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s Syndrome, Rett’s Syndrome, Childhood Disintegrative
Disorder, and Pervasive Development Disorder. Sometimes these disorders are categorized as a spectrum
disorder because the symptoms can range from mild to extreme. Basically, the sensory system for people
with autism differs from others and these individuals may react quite unusually to stimuli. Differences are
usually manifested in terms of language development and use, social skills, abstract reasoning, and play
behaviors (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012).
Current educational thought promotes an inclusion/mainstreaming model of education; nevertheless
special attention is required because not knowing how to interact with these students can result in frustration
for all parties.

technology supports student strengths
By using these students’ ability to focus on topics of personal interest, engagement in technology, attention
to detail, appreciation for rules, and strong sense of fairness, TLs can help youth with ASD serve as model
digital citizens. While some youth with ASD have difficulty in discerning other people’s perspective, they
are often willing to share their own knowledge, which technology facilitates. Technology’s social media
features also help youth with ASD improve their communication and social skills. Avatars, for instance,
provide a means to create a persona and interact with relative anonymity.

cyberbullying
Like other students, youth with ASD experience challenges in the digital world. In their research on
cyberbullying among youth with ASD, kowalski and Fedina (2011) found that this population is more
likely to be bullied online than other youth, sometimes at a rate of 75 percent of a study population.
Gaps in language and processing skills also impede the discernment needed for them to evaluate and
comprehend digital resources. Most youth with ASD tend to comprehend information literally so that word
play, innuendo, and figurative language are difficult to understand. When confronted with ad offers and
solicitations online, these youth are likely to take the information or person at face value, which may result
in being conned. For these and other reasons, TLs should pay special attention to this literal interpretation
of information when teaching how to comprehend and react to digital information critically.

Other issues
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Several issues arise with the use of technology besides cyberbullying: cyber safety, intellectual property
(plagiarism, copyright), intellectual freedom (and privacy), critical thinking, literacies (information, media,
visual), and civic engagement. For students to deal effectively with digital information, they first have to
continued on next page
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focus their
interests into
socially desirable
channels.

become aware of these issues and their repercussions.

teaching strategies
Especially for youth with ASD, TLs should start with the students’ own information needs and
interests. Since youth with ASD tend to think concretely, TLs should provide concrete examples of
safe and unsafe practices. Videos can be compelling ways to teach these realities, and can serve as
social stories to help students know what to do. As an example, these youth need to understand the
consequences of using avatars to appear older when engaging in risky behaviors such as participating
in mature adult online environments. Probably the most effective means is to create social stories
where the student can play out a risky scenario within a simulation, and then see what happens as
a result. The social story also needs to provide the student with appropriate “scripts” so he or she
knows how to react when faced with this situation in real life.
As noted before, youth with ASD may have difficulty comprehending and evaluating information.
Scaffolded case studies can help these students engage and evaluate situations more accurately,
especially if they are given objective criteria to review the information and compare different
perspectives of the same event or issue. This kind of activity can also address intellectual property
rights, appealing to the students’ sense of fairness if someone were to copy their work and not give
proper credit for it. TLs can also use a problem-solving approach to help students with ASD identify
ways to address abuse of intellectual rights.
Building on this population’s likely focus and expertise on specific topics, TLs can help these
students focus their interests into socially desirable channels. As much as possible, TLs should try to
empower youth with ASD, allowing them to share their expertise. Fortunately, the technology allows
broad dissemination and relative anonymity, features that resonate for this population, allowing
them to feel that they are making a positive contribution in a psychologically safe way. Here are few
examples of projects that might work well with ASD students:
•
Creating online tutorials and guide sheets on subject matter of interest.
•
Creating websites for organizations of interest.
•
Capturing visual history, especially of community landmarks
•
Developing technology-based products that can be used to advance social causes.
Youth with ASD have much to offer their communities, and technology can facilitate their
contributions. TLs need to help these youth interact with digital information knowledgeably, not
only in terms of technical skills, but also by helping them contextualize information and fill in
experiential gaps as well as develop a critical eye towards content and the author’s intent. A useful
resource, http://k12digitalcitizenship.wikispaces.com, addresses many aspects of these issues, with
one page dedicated to resources for youth with special needs, including ASD, which can serve as a
starting point for TLs.
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LINkING
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Turn “Osmosis PD” into Sustained Faculty Professional
Development
Debbie Abilock

Why should I
get involved in
designing and
implementing
professional
development?

Recently I was asked by an administrator of a Denver school to help his teachers learn “how our school
might better utilize the library and create a uniform curriculum for all classes and grades that encourages
consistency in library use and the research process for all students and faculty.” When I asked the school
librarian to co-lead these workshops, she demurred: “You’re the expert – they need to hear this from you.”
I was stunned. Her work was central to the students and faculty and she had a “whole school view” (Dees
et al. 2010 ) that included an understanding of the school’s climate, values and key players. At a time when
her school’s budget for outside professional development had surely been reduced, why didn’t this popular
school librarian recognize that her administrator would welcome her leadership in providing cost-effective,
sustained professional development long after I was gone?

Looking for Professional Development Leaders
For the last two years my co-authors and I have been looking for exemplary school librarians who see
themselves as professional development (PD) leaders in their schools, for inclusion in our new publication,
Growing Schools: Librarians as Professional Developers (2012). Geographically and professionally we had
access to a wide network of resources and people. Vi Harada, professor of library and information science
in the Department of Information and Computer Sciences at the University of Hawaii, has been a secondary
teacher, curriculum writer, elementary school librarian, and state specialist in Hawaii. kristin Fontichiaro
had worked as an elementary school librarian, professional development facilitator and a secondary English
teacher in both Tennessee and Michigan before taking her current position as a clinical assistant professor
at the University of Michigan School of Information. The bulk of my professional life in Massachusetts
and California has been as a school administrator, curriculum coordinator, director of a combined library/
technology program, and teaching librarian.
Yet, much of what we found was well-liked, hard-working, earnest teacher librarians doing “Osmosis
PD.”
“I am teaching teachers all the time! They’re watching me teach kids, I’m in their classroom helping with
technology and I gather resources for their projects.”
Or, in some cases, they were running successful and well-attended technology “How-To” workshops.
“I’m doing a lot of iPad training. The faculty has to get up to speed in using these devices—I’ve done
three 90-minute sessions this week and will do more in November.”
But few of these enterprising school librarians described their training as explicitly responsible for changing
teaching practices or developing teaching capacity in order to impact student learning.

teacher Librarians in a Leadership Role?
So, I was not surprised when an informal survey in School Library Journal recently reported that, while 90
percent of administrators surveyed feel that their school librarian’s work with faculty is effective, “only 24.4
percent of administrators view media specialists as visible leaders… and only 28 percent of school librarians
say they strongly see themselves in a leadership role” (kuon and Weimar, 2012). Teaching faculty how to
use a tool without learning when and why to apply it to their own teaching problems and challenges or
modeling teaching strategies without allowing time for the adult learner to reflect and practice what they
see, is significantly different from the purposeful design of opportunities for adult professional growth that
result in student learning.
Of the sixteen chapters in Growing Schools: Librarians as Professional Developers (2012), almost one-third
are written by California school librarians. Their stories reflect a range of processes, techniques and tools that
have worked in different contexts and for different learning goals, including initiatives like Common Core
Standards. A couple, I’m proud to say, use NoodleTools, the research platform my son and I developed.
They all address the pragmatic questions:
• Why should I get involved in designing and implementing professional development?
• What do I need to know?

continued on next page
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• How do I do it?
• How do I know if I’ve done it?
• How can I get better at it?
For more on professional development for faculty, join Connie Williams, Sue Geiger, Susan Smith,
Marilyn kimura and me for a two-part workshop, “Librarians Leading the Way,” at the California School
Library Association state conference in San Jose November 18. We will share strategies and discoveries—
trials, errors, and successes—teasing out how our experiences are applicable to your situation. “Osmosis
PD” and “How To” one-shots can become strategic and systematic when you lead the way!
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LINkING
GOOD QUESTIONS

What If? The Power Of Asking Good Questions
Sara Armstrong

Our job is to help
students become

You can tell whether a man is clever by his answers.
You can tell whether a man is wise by his questions.
--Naguib Mahfouz

confident and
skilled thinkers
who are curious
about many
things and who
have strategies
to explore and
extend their own
ideas

In their book, Teaching as a Subversive Activity, Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner said, “Once you
have learned how to ask relevant and appropriate questions, you have learned how to learn and no one can
keep you from learning whatever you want or need to know.”

Who Asks and Answers Questions?
The key to all learning lies in questions and the process of answering them. And the exciting challenge
for educators—particularly teachers and teacher librarians—is in helping students develop curiosity around
topics, and assisting them to formulate good questions that take them on the path to learning, which
ultimately leads to more questions and deepened understanding.
Research shows that typical classrooms include a lot of talking—mostly done by the teacher. Patricia
Blosser says, “A frequently stated generalization is that someone is talking 60% of the time, and 60% of
that time the person speaking is the teacher.” Often, she is asking questions, but what kinds of questions?
We can think in terms of open and closed questions—open questions can have many answers and can be
looked at in many ways. Closed questions assume a finite number of (or only one) right answers. The more
open questions we can pose and encourage our students to ask and explore, the more learning takes place.
Independent thinking is promoted; taking risks is expected; unforeseen turns can be suggested, approached,
and taken, leading to richer experiences for everyone.
Bloom’s taxonomy identifies levels of thinking, from memorization to new conceptualization. The
updated taxonomy has moved from nouns to verbs, implying the active engagement required in thinking:
remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating. Certainly there are times when
students will need to memorize facts of one kind or another, but at a minimum, understanding those facts
and why they should be remembered is essential. When understanding takes place, there is more interest and
opportunity in extending learning through the higher levels of the taxonomy.
The uncreative mind can spot wrong answers, but it takes
a very creative mind to spot wrong questions.
--Anthony Jay

Moving from What to how and Why
David Thornburg says, “As educators we can choose to move from a ‘What?’ driven curriculum to one
driven by processes – the ‘How?’ and ‘Why?’ questions. If we make this our focus, we will see that the ‘What’
of a subject is explored in depth and in context, automatically. There is no need to explore content first. The
content will come as it is needed for students to explore compelling questions.” (Thornburg, 2010, p. 3)
Today’s emphasis on initiatives and practices such as the Common Core and 21st Century Skills
development focuses on the things we want students to be able to know and do. Yet for success, students
need to be engaged in learning within an environment that allows them to develop their curiosity and
creativity. A pedagogical approach such as project-based learning (PBL) provides a meaningful framework
for teaching and learning, encompassing all these good efforts. And good projects start with engaging
students in the exhilarating and challenging practice of developing a good essential or driving question that
is worthy of their thoughtful work.

continued on next page
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Our job is to help
students become
confident and
skilled thinkers.....

Questions that touch the heart and soul
For many years, Jamie Mckenzie has promoted the idea of looking at questions from many different
angles, and indeed suggests that “the question is the answer.” As Jamie points out, there are many kinds of
questions, but essential questions in his view are the only ones that really matter. They’re the ones that “touch
our hearts and souls. They are central to our lives. They help to define what it means to be human.” Other
questions need to be answered to get to these most important concerns. In terms of schoolwork, it may be
helpful when considering questions for projects, for example, to first sort out the subsidiary and irrelevant
questions, and then consider organizing and planning questions to prepare for research and other aspects of
thinking and learning that will inform the project path.

(See Jamie Mckenzie’s Questioning Toolkit for more details at http://www.fno.org/nov97/toolkit.html)

Formulating Questions
In their outstanding book, Make Just One Change: Teach Students to Ask Their Own Questions, Dan
Rothstein and Luz Santana have provided a road map to helping students ask good questions, along with
case studies and many examples. First, the teacher creates a question focus. Starting with a curricular topic,
the teacher produces a statement (not a question) that is broad enough to invite inquiry, but not too broad to
be confusing. Then students participate in the Question Formulation Technique (QFT): they learn to work
together through a process of brainstorming questions, looking at open and closed questions, improving the
question, prioritizing them, identifying their next steps, and finally a series of reflections: “what was learned,
how it was learned, and what they now know or feel differently about.” (Rothstein & Santana, 2011, p. 20)
During the QFT process, students engage in divergent and convergent thinking, and metacognition—three
valuable thinking abilities.
As a new teacher years ago, I was given a copy of Dr. Thomas Gordon’s book, Teacher Effectiveness Training.
While Dr. Gordon’s work focuses on clear communication and maintaining positive relationships, it was
an astounding revelation to discover that answering all questions and solving all situations for a child was
communicating their inadequacy to do so on their own, effectively depriving them of the joy of learning
and of solving their own problems.
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Better Questions get Better Answers
More than ever, the most important thing we can do for students in our schools and libraries is provide an
environment for them to think broadly, ask their own questions, and pursue relevant paths to answering them.
Author and speaker Anthony Robbins has said, “Quality questions create a quality life. Successful people ask better
questions, and as a result, they get better answers.”
Our job is to help students become confident and skilled thinkers who are curious about many things, and who
have strategies to explore and extend their own ideas. What if we could be assured that all our students could become
so proficient at asking good questions and engaging in higher order thinking that they couldn’t help but live happy,
fulfilling, quality lives?
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LINkING
STREET LIT

Does Street Lit Belong in Middle School?
Sylvia Gutierrez

As librarians who
avidly feast on the
written word it
is our passion to
find each student
a book.

Why would librarians promote books with violence, dysfunctional relationships, and few positive role
models? Shouldn’t literature be uplifting?
Why would librarians promote books for middle schoolers that are written on a 3rd grade level? Shouldn’t
we at least try to raise reading scores?
Why would librarians promote books that some adults say don’t belong in the library? Shouldn’t we play
it safe and stay out of the “firing” range?
Why, indeed? Because some of our students need these types of books, and those least likely to use the
library may be the most likely to need them.

The street Lit collection in Middle school
Although Bancroft Middle School, the school where I initiated the Street Lit Book Club, is located in a
suburban neighborhood surrounded by half-million dollar homes, not all students are economically stable
or well off. Some students are bused from outlying areas due to Long Beach’s school choice option, while for
some it is their weekend home with one parent, and their weekday address is an apartment in a less well-todo area. Some sheepishly admit it is a “borrowed” address from a relative that permits them to attend school
here. Even in middle class schools there are underachieving, at-risk students who read far below their grade
level and have no interest in reading, required or recreational. Read a book? They look at me quizzically. The
whole book? They are as eager to read a book as they are to eat a book.
As librarians who avidly feast on the written word it is our passion to find each student a book. For some,
that book is in the Street Lit genre.

Background
Street Lit, also called Urban Fiction, Ghetto Lit, or Hip-hop Lit can be traced as far back as the 1960’s
and 70’s when adult titles by Iceberg Slim and Donald Goins were published (Agosto & Hughes-Hassell,
2010). Seeing a demand for a new product, mainstream publishers responded in the 1990’s with much less
explicit versions for high school, and even milder publications for middle school. As far as I know, Street Lit
has not hit elementary school, but it won’t surprise me when it does.
What is Street Lit? This genre features mostly African American young adults in urban neighborhoods.
Lives are drama-filled – dysfunctional families, abusive friendships, ill-fated romances, school bullies.
Drama. Life happens on the street, unsheltered, unshielded, and unprotected. These are not the gilded,
designer streets of Gossip Girls. This is the “hood” where a wrong turn, a wrong word brings the threat
of violence. The plot takes place in one city and within one year, oftentimes the school year, which is how
students measure the passage of time. The protagonist confronts choices and the subordinate characters are
allies, enemies or frenemies. Universal issues such as peer pressure, bullying, violence, drug dealing, and teen
pregnancy are tackled and resolved. The stories are cautionary tales where good choices result in satisfactory
conclusions.

Benefits
Teens, particularly those who aren’t avid readers or are in danger of slipping through the cracks, need and
deserve books that validate their existence as outsiders. Young teens, more than adults, often feel personal
connections with book characters and their predicaments. Young people are exploring their identities, and
books affirm a teen’s character and decisions. For them, Street Lit is meaningful, meeting emotional, social
or developmental needs.
Street Lit is powerful to the powerless middle schooler who doesn’t recognize himself in more mainstream
literature, no matter how wonderful it is. These stories’ plots and protagonists are more reflective of their
lives than traditional literature. Stephanie Guerra (2012), who researches at-risk youth states, “When
youths ‘see’ themselves in terms of race, culture, and lived experience in the literature they read, they benefit
academically, personally, and socially.”
At my middle school I promoted the Bluford High series, published by Townsend Press. Although the
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reading level is 3rd – 4th grade, the books do not resemble younger readers’ books. Slender paperbacks that
can be slipped into a back pocket, these books attract middle schoolers with covers featuring menacing male
characters (who shave!) in leather jackets, or “wife beaters;” female characters with ’tude; and titles with
edgy words – gun, ugly, blood. The provocative covers proclaim, “Read me! I am a real book!”
Many of recent best-selling YA and children’s books are huge in size as well as sales. Twilight saga– 498 756 pages; Percy Jackson 279-384 pages; and Harry Potter 304 - 759. These brick-sized books intimidate
students who read 100 pages and find themselves less than half way through it. Many Street Lit books are
short, less than 200 pages and closer to 100 pages. The reluctant reader isn’t overwhelmed.
Street Lit provides a bridge to literacy. As students grow into readers, which is our goal, they grow into
other books. After several months of reading Street Lit, I saw book club members evolve into readers of
more mainstream African American authors like Walter Dean Myers, Sharon Draper, and Sharon Flake.
These student-readers had graduated from the Street Lit Book Club.
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2012 CSLA Annual Conference
November 16 - 19, 2012
Marriott Hotel, Downtown San Jose, CA

________________________________________________________________________________________

conference highlights

________________________________________________________________________________________

google Workshop, google Keynote
Don’t miss a unique opportunity on Friday morning to tour Google’s Googleplex headquarters and attend a special workshop
on Google Search led by Tasha Bergson-Michelson, Google Search Educator. And do continue your day with great afternoon
workshops at the Santa Clara County Office of Education. Should you miss the Friday morning event, you will be able to hear
Tasha Bergson-Michelson’s keynote for all conference attendees on Saturday morning exploring “Curiosity, creativity, and critical
thinking: Why school libraries matter more than ever.”

MtV - Meet the Vendors scavenger hunt
As you tour the Exhibit Hall on Friday evening and all day Saturday, play our Meet the Vendors Scavenger Hunt. Get answers
and get your game card stamped by our exhibitors as you learn about their products. Turn your card in for a chance to win cool
prizes. And, don’t miss the special exhibitor learning sessions scheduled adjacent to the Exhibit Hall.

WOgics “Welcoming One good idea – crowd-source”
Along with a stellar selection of concurrent sessions, a highlight on Sunday will be our WOGIcs “Welcoming One Good Idea –
crowd-source” general session at which we will crowd-source school library program gems from all our attendees. Go away with a
barrel full of ideas to take back to your site and, please do share one of your own great ideas with the group.

Legislative Breakfast
Monday’s Legislative Breakfast will feature an address by the California Department of Education’s top staff. We will hear from
Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson’s Chief Advisor Craig Cheslog about the top recommendations of the recent
CDE-sponsored Technology Task Force and learn about Torlakson’s vision for public education in California.

Leadership Day
Steve Farber, best-selling author of The Radical Leap Re-Energized and other business books, inspires audiences with his
transformative ideas on how to be an effective leader. CSLA is honored to have him as our keynote speaker and guest leader on
Monday. Farber, along with a stellar panel of educational and industry leaders and experts will work with all of us to help us find
and elevate our leadership potential.

ONLiNE REgistRAtiON: http://csla.net
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6444 E. Spring St. #237

Long Beach CA 90815-1553

1-888-655-8480

email: info@csla.net

Extreme Leadership Summit
November 19, 2012 (10:00am to 2:50pm)
Marriott Hotel, Downtown San Jose, CA

You are invited to attend the

Extreme Leadership summit, Education Edition
November 19, 2012, 10 AM - 2:50PM
hosted by the california school Library Association (csLA)
Keynoter and Lead Facilitator:

steve Farber, President of Extreme Leadership, Inc. and
Founder of the Extreme Leadership Institute

Experience something unique, something special, something … well …
extreme, and unlike any leadership “event” you’ve been to before.
CSLA is able to invite participants from the education, business, non-profit, and government arenas to attend this event
free of charge thanks to California School Library Foundation (CSLF) sponsorship of the $100 registration cost. Interested
participants are encouraged to register as soon as possible to assure a place.

ONLiNE REgistRAtiON: http://bit.ly/extremeleadershipsummit
10:00am – 12:15pm
Leadership keynote by Steve Farber
Mastermind Teams

1:00pm – 2:50pm
Leadership Experts Panels and Leadership Day
Wrap up with Steve Farber

Leaders From The Following Organizations And Businesses Are Thus Far scheduled to Attend
And to Form Part of The Experts’ Panel During The summit:
AALRR Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo: A Professional Law Corporation
Cable In The Classroom
Everﬁ
Paramount Pictures
California Department Of Education
Ikeepsafe
Pearson
California State Attorney’s Office
Insight Investments
Recording Industry Association Of America
California State University
International Society
San Jose Uniﬁed School District
Center For Copyright Information
of Technology Educators Santa Clara County Ofﬁce Of Education
Comcast
Madera County Office of University Of California
Education
Verizon

6444 E. Spring St. #237

Long Beach CA 90815-1553

1-888-655-8480

email: info@csla.net
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Sustaining Members
ABDO Publishing
P.O. Box 398166
Minneapolis, MN 55439
1-800-800-1312 (toll free)
1-800-862-3480 (fax)
info@abdopublishing.com

Follett Library Resources
1340 Ridgeview Drive
McHenry, IL 60050-7047
(888) 511-5114
Kathleen F. Paur, Director of Sales
1340 Ridgeview Drive
McHenry, IL 60050-7047
(888) 511-5114 extension 3603
Barry Calfee, Account Manager
1340 Ridgeview Drive
McHenry, IL 60050-7047
(888) 511-5114 extension 3747
Dave Cella, Account Manager
1340 Ridgeview Drive
McHenry, IL 60050-7047
(888) 511-5114 extension 3825

Follett software company
1391 Corporate Drive
McHenry, IL 60050
direct: 815.578.7385
800-323-3397 toll free
fax: 815.578.5385
www.follettsoftware.com
Kristy Paul, Sales Executive
kpaul@follettsoftware.com
Tom Neve, Sales Executive
tneve@follettsoftware.com
Mike Drury, Small District Sales
mdrury@follettsoftware.com
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gale, cengage Learning
27500 Drake Road
Farmington Hills, MI 48331-3535
(800)877-4253
Janice Lentz, Southern California
Field Sales Representative
(760)807-8999
Marcia Vidal, Los Angeles County
Field Sales Representative
(818) 303-6755
David Guziak, Central California
Field Sales Representative
(661) 342-1959
Wendi Peterson-Glaser, Northern
California Field Sales Representative
(707)-373-2268

Mackin Educational Resources
3505 County Road 42 W
Burnsville, MN 55306
800.245.9540
Todd Blackmoore, CA Sales Consultant
email: todd.blackmoore@mackin.com
916-759-7423
Judith Christianson, Customer Service
email: judith@mackin.com
800-245-9540
Kimberly Johnson, Digital Services
email: kimberly.johnson@mackin.com
800-245-9540

Milligan News
150 N. Autumn Street
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 298-3322
Grady Lawyer, General Manager
(408) 298-3322
Sam Wallace, Educational Div/Operation
Manager
(408) 286-7604

Mrs. Nelson’s toy & Bookshop,
inc.
1650 W. Orange Grove Avenue
Pomona, CA 91768
(800) 875-9911
Patrick Nelson, Library Services General
Manager
(800) 875-9911
Laura Nelson, Book Fair General Manager
(909) 865-8550
Andrea Vuleta, Book Store General Manager
(909) 599-4558

Perma-Bound Books
8 Vintage Way
Coto de Caza, CA 92679
John Geeza, Regional Sales Manager
(949) 274-3222
johngeeza@perma-bound.com

san Jose state University
Library & Information Science Department
One Washington Square
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BEcOME A MEMBER OF csLA
Who we are and what we do
The California School Library Association is an organization of teacher librarians, classroom teachers,
paraprofessionals, district and county coordinators of curriculum, media and technology, and others
committed to enriching student learning by building a better future for school libraries.
The association encourages professional growth, provides avenues for sharing common concerns, represents
the interests of school libraries to the Legislature and the California Department of Education, and enables
members to serve the educational needs of the multiculturally diverse students of California.

What are the benefits of membership?
• You acquire a network of colleagues across California who share your interests and enthusiasm.
• You develop channels of communication and support through professional
relationships made and renewed at workshops and conferences.
• You receive discounts on registration for workshops and conferences.
• You keep abreast of the latest developments in media, technology, curriculum
and instruction.
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• Supports other library management systems

Build your collection today
Limited time offer – Free Follett
Classic eBooks with qualifying order.
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